The King Ridge Road melange is a unit of the Franciscan Complex, cropping out in an area of at least SO km 2 around the town of Cazadero, coastal California. This unit is an olistostrome with a massive, unfoliated sandstone matrix, containing >232 large meta-igneous and chert blocks of greatly varying size, lithology, and metamorphic history within the study area. This sandstone matrix is litharenite or arkosic arenite and exhibits prograde prehnite-pumpellyite facies and retrograde zeolite facies metamorphism. It is devoid of megascopic textures except for rare simple bedding. No fossils have been found, and no Bouma units or other graded beds are present. Detrital zircon geochronology has established the maximum age of deposition of the sandstone matrix at 83 Ma, whereas apatite fission-track data indicate cooling of the olistostrome below 100 °C at ca. 35-38 Ma. The 232 exotic blocks sampled in the study area are dominantly low-to medium-grade greenstones and cherts, together with fewer high-grade blocks partly composed of blue amphibole and/or omphacitic pyroxene, and some amphibolites. Thus, many of the blocks have higher grade metamorphic assemblages than the matrix. All block types are well mixed together, so none greatly predominate anywhere. Blocks of oceanic-island-arc platonic rocks, including granitoids and recemented breccias, are particularly distinctive for this melange. One granitoid block has a zircon U-Pb age of 165 ± 1 Ma. The massive sandy matrix of the olistostrome formed by accumulation of hyperconcentrated sedimentary density flows (grain flows) sourced primarily from the Klamath-Sierra continental magmatic arc. Many of the blocks record a pre-melange history of metamorphism and exhumation, followed by partial subduction and reburial with the matrix after 83 Ma. Cooling below 100 °C took place at 35-38 Ma, probably associated with partial exhumation of the unit, with subsequent removal of -10 km of cover.
INTRODUCTION
A geological melange (Fr., mixture) may be defined most generally as blocks in a matrix (i.e., Silver and Beutner, 1980) . Two end-member models have been proposed for melange development: one tectonic and one sedimentary (see review in Raymond, 1984) . In some cases an assemblage of rocks, such as alternating sandstone and shale beds, may become deformed by progressive strain, commonly extension (e.g., Cowan, 1985) . The more competent rocks are elongated and boudinaged into separate blocks or phacoids, which lie in a more incompetent matrix that has flowed around the more competent material during deformation. Foliated shale commonly constitutes that matrix, and this has been referred to as argille scagliose (It., scaly shale) (e.g., Hsti, 1968) . Such units may be termed tectonic melanges.
Other melanges of sedimentary origin may form a block-inmatrix texture in several ways. In the case to be discussed here, preexistent blocks were deposited on the sea bottom and buried by younger sediments that formed their matrix. Such a melange is an olistostrome, and the blocks are called olistoliths. The sedimentary matrix is unsheared. If the olistoliths are of a type foreign to the environment of the matrix, such as eclogite blocks in quartz sandstone, they are often called exotic blocks.
In a tectonic melange, blocks, and especially matrix, are sheared and deformed, and both have evolved from material within the original boundaries or along the boundaries of the melange zone. In an olistostrome, on the other hand, the blocks and matrix have separate origins from separate materials and may not be exactly the same age. Olistoliths may have any pre-melange character, and the matrix in which they lie is undeformed.
It is often the case that olistostromes are tectonically reworked so that they have many of the features of a tectonic melange (Berkland et al., 1972) . Such units have been termed tectonized melanges (Schuster, 1980) , and the original sedimentary features may be largely obscured and difficult to identify.
Although the Franciscan Complex of coastal California ranks among the world's best known melange localities, controversy persists over the extent to which olistostromal mechanisms contributed to melange development there. Some advocate an early stage of olistostromal development for many deformed melanges (e.g., Cowan and Page, 1975; Aalto, 1989; Wakabayashi, this volume) , whereas others believe that the melanges developed entirely as a product of tectonic strain (Cloos, 1985; ~engor, 2003) . Some of this controversy has arisen because of apparently severe deformation of most Franciscan melanges that may obscure original sedimentary features (see Wakabayashi, this volume) . This study describes a nearly undeformed sandstone matrix olistostrome of large lateral extent (studied in a 50 km 2 area and extending much farther) containing a large number and variety of exotic blocks. Below, I present field, petrographic, and geochronologic evidence that constrains the depositional, metamorphic, and exhumation history of this melange, followed by a discussion of the melange in the context of regional and general tectonic and sedimentary processes.
KING RIDGE ROAD MELANGE FIELD RELATIONSHIPS Study Area Melange Name and Location
The melange unit to be discussed, the Franciscan King Ridge Road melange (Fig. 1 ) , is an untectonized olistostrome named after the road crossing the main outcrop area north of the village of Cazadero, California (Fig. l ) . The study area lies -I 00 km NNW from San Francisco, California, and 6 km north of the Russian River, on both sides of Cazadero Road, in western Sonoma County, California. The village of Cazadero at its center lies at lat 38°32'30", long 123°07'30". In this article the author presents the results of a small-scale study of ca. 50 km 2 of the melange, mapped at a scale of l: 12,000 in and around the village of Cazadero and the nearby classic blueschist locale of Ward Creek (Coleman and Lee, 1963; Erickson, 1992) Outer part of map simplified from Blake et al. (2002) . Inside the boundary the King Ridge Road melange (KRRm) outcrop area is labeled; outside the boundary KRRm is merged with U.S. Geological Survey units KJfs, TKfs, and TKfss as generalized Franciscan sandstone: Fss (author's term). All metamorphosed mafic rocks in either map are labeled Franciscan greenstone (Fg).
2, 3). Most mapping was done in 1975.
Reconnaissance suggests that most of the melange lies beyond the study area and remains unmapped in detail.
An unpublished 1:12,000 geologic map of the study area covering a larger area than Figure 3 , together with an accompanying catalogue of hundreds of sampled exotic blocks, are available as pdf files from the author's file in the permanent Sonoma State University Library digital archive, which can be accessed freely at the author's archive Web site: http://hdl.handle .net/10211.1/169. The regional geology was most recently summarized by Blake et al. (2002) . For a broad historical background of Franciscan geologic studies the reader is referred to Bailey et al. (1964) and Wakabayashi (1992a, this volume ).
An Exposed Block-Matrix Contact Defines the Melange as an Olistostrome
A -100 x 500 m block of deformed red radiolarian chert, in contact with massive sandstone, is exposed in a cut on the Cazadero Road (Figs. 1and2) . Both units are components of the King Ridge Road melange. Theirs is the only block-matrix contact exposed in the study area. Figure 2 shows several features of this contact zone, which together define these exposures as components of an olistostrome.
The melange was constructed solely by sedimentary depositional processes and not by tectonic ones, although it has been tectonically disturbed somewhat during its later history. So far as . Geologic map (in two parts) of the King Ridge Road olistostrome melange (KRR) around the village of Cazadero and the Ward Creek locality. A total of 232 exotic blocks of greatly varied lithologies are located and assigned to one of four lithologic classes. Blocks are contained in a massive sandstone matrix, which has locally sparse bedded intervals. For more detail on blocks, log on to the author's digital archive of Cazadero documents at http://hdl.handle.net/ 1021 l.1/ l 69 at Sonoma State University. the author knows, it is the least tectonically disturbed Franciscan melange described to date. Perhaps half of all the exotic blocks in the melange have some type of pre-incorporation internal structure such as folds or metamorphic foliation, whereas the matrix never does. The folding and shearing of the blocks must have preceded their incorporation into the younger, undeformed melange matrix.
A second, strongly metamorphosed melange unit with a blueschist matrix found in the study area, the Cazadero melange of Erickson (1992) , will not be discussed in this chapter. Other names have been used for this unit by other authors; it was initially correlated with the Pickett Peak terrane by Blake et al. (1984) , and later renamed the Cazadero terrane (Blake et al., 2002) . It has been called the Skaggs Spring Schist by Wakabayashi (1992a Wakabayashi ( , 1992b , Wakabayashi and Dumitru (2007) , and Snow et al. (2010) .
Sandstone Matrix
In the study area (Fig. 3 ) the melange matrix is dominantly (>95%) massive, generally medium-grained sandstone that has little bedding or stratification. No Bouma sequences, graded beds, rippled zones, or related turbidite structures such as scour or drag marks are present, and no cross-bedding, so there are no directional or top indicators present. Joints are randomly oriented. There are no water escape structures such as dish structures, nor are there any sandstone dikes. There are no burrows, and no fossils. The sandstone is unsheared, lacks foliation or lineation, and in hand specimen is not obviously metamorphosed (but see below). This sandstone unit is defined here as a massive sandstone facies of the Franciscan Complex.
About 50 km 2 of this matrix has been studied in detail (Fig. 3) . In addition, reconnaissance farther out along local roads in all directions from Cazadero shows that this massive sandstone facies underlies a much larger area than that of Figure 3 alone. Its outer boundary has not been defined, except for a short segment along the Pacific coast (see below). This large body of unfoliated metasandstone, and the block population within it, are unique among all units described to date in the Franciscan Complex.
Rare, sharply bounded shale and siltstone interbeds in single beds or sets a few centimeters to a few meters thick are found locally interbedded with the sandstone. None are graded. No other non-siliciclastic sediments are present in the matrix; specifically, no radiolarian chert strata are interstratified with it. A few small lenses of conglomerate are also present. The absence of stratigraphic markers of original horizontality or bed sequence in the melange matrix prevents assessment of the present 3-D form of the overall sandstone body, or its thickness. Neither the top nor the base of the melange is exposed.
Exotic Block Population and Distribution
The King Ridge Road melange contains a very large number of exotic blocks of all sizes up to -1 km. In mapping, an arbitrary lower size cutoff of -2 m was used to limit the number examined. In all, 232 blocks equal to or larger than this limit were mapped in the melange map area of -50 km 2 (Fig. 3) . The distribution patterns of blocks in U.S. Geological Survey Map MF-2402 (Blake et al., 2002) and the author's reconnaissance suggest that there are thousands more beyond the area of Figure 3 .
Those mapped and located in Figure 3 are cherts and metamorphosed mafic rocks, together with several meta-granitoid and meta-dacite blocks. The number of these large blocks diminishes from east to west across the area; at the same time they appear to be randomly distributed in any -1 km 2 area (Fig. 3) , and the petrographic types are well mixed. There is no indication of "ghosted stratigraphy" in the blocks as observed in the classical melanges at Gwna in Wales (Schuster, l 980, p. 68) . It became clear as mapping progressed that there never were significant numbers of primary small exotic blocks, <-Im in size, in the initial block population of the melange in the area of Figure 3 . Such blocks never show up in matrix outcrops.
Southwestern Contact of the King Ridge Road Olistostrome Melange with a Younger Tectonic Melange
Detailed mapping in the area of Figure 3 and reconnaissance for 10-20 km along county roads in all directions beyond that area only shows massive sandstone of the King Ridge Road melange in outcrop. In general, the external contacts of the melange have not been determined or described, nor can the author provide an estimate of the size of the total olistostrome outcrop. A small part of the olistostrome's contact with the unit to its immediate west can, however, be seen along the Pacific coast, southwest of the mouth of the Russian River; here its somewhat gradational contact with a younger tectonic melange is clearly revealed in a segment of continuous exposures in the sea cliffs.
Reconnaissance to the southwest of the area of Figure 3 shows typical King Ridge Road melange cropping out to within a kilometer or two of the ocean beach from Jenner, California, to Wright's Beach State Park -6 km to the southeast, along a boundary striking -N20°W. To the west of that boundary an unnamed tectonic melange crops out. At the campground at Wright's Beach State Park, massive medium-grained sandstone with random jointing crops out. At the park it contains exotic blocks of chert and varied metamorphites, and the whole assemblage is typical of the King Ridge Road olistostrome melange.
As an observer moves -NNW along the beach cliffs from the park, a series of changes occur in the olistostrome matrix exposed in these cliffs that define the local southwestern contact of the King Ridge Road melange. Over a distance of -0.6 km, NNW from the entrance to Wright's Beach State Park, the character of outcropping Franciscan rocks totally changes, and defines the contact. Key exposures along this gradational contact are described and precisely located by UTM coordinates in an unpublished Northern California Geological Society field-trip guide by the author, available in the Sonoma State University Digital Archive at http://hdl.handle.net/102 l 1. l/498.
At the entrance to the beach proper from the campground the massive character of the sandstone changes, and simple bedding striking northwest and dipping northeast appears in it. Then, as the observer continues north, interstratified dark-brown shale beds a few centimeters to 1-2 m thick, and with the same general attitude, begin to appear in the bedded sandstone. Continuing north, as soon as these shale beds become a few percentages of the exposure, they begin to exhibit shear and internal folds, and the sandstone beds between them start to show boudinage. The boudins tend to form shear-bordered diamond shapes with their long axes parallel to each other. Progressing still farther northward, area sandstone-shale stratigraphy is disrupted, and further extension has transformed the boudins into 1-2-m-long phacoids that are now surrounded by a foliated shale matrix: The outcropping assemblage has become a tectonic melange.
This southwestern boundary of the King Ridge Road olistostrome melange with the adjoining tectonic melange was influenced by the stratigraphy. When sufficient shale interbeds were present and some external force was applied, the protolith quickly broke up into a tectonic melange. The tectonic melange is composed of the olistostrome melange and must always be somewhat younger than the latter.
The original olistostrome contains a number of 2-3-m exotic blocks composed of chert and various metamorphites. These are hard and tough, and went through the transformation just described without being affected. The younger tectonic melange contains two kinds of blocks-original exotic blocks, and more recent phacoid blocks. All the new phacoid blocks are of the same lithology, sandstone, whereas the original exotic blocks are varied in lithology.
PETROGRAPHY OF BLOCKS AND MATRIX

Sandstone Matrix
Ten samples of the sandstone matrix of the melange were taken, spaced across its outcrop area ( Fig. 3 ; locations in the GSA Data Repository'). From each sample, paired billets were taken; one was stained for feldspar type and used in modal analysis, and one was polished for potential microprobe analysis (only two were so used). Sample 9 turned out to be extensively microscopically brecciated and veined and was not included in the study.
In thin section view, grains are angular but well sorted.
Essentially no matrix is present, and none of the samples is a graywacke (Pettijohn et al., 1987) . Pressure solution may have affected the grains so that they fit together tightly (Fig. 4A ). The grains show no foliation development, and the sandstone belongs to textural zone 1 (TZ-1) of Blake et al. (1988 Each sample was point counted, using a 20 mm x 20 mm 400-point grid with l mm spacing, centered on the stainedsample thin section. From these stained thin sections it was easy to determine the mineralogical identity of quartz grains of all types (Qm, single grains; Qp, polycrystalline grains; and Qc, chert) and the identity of feldspar grains of both types (P, plagioclase, and K, potassium feldspar [Kspar] ). Polycrystalline siliciclastic lithic grains (L) are also easy to identify as a general class but are often difficult to label uniquely as to their volcanic, sedimentary, or metamorphic origin. They include a large proportion of aphanitic grains that lack distinctive textures that would identify them. In addition, microprobe analysis of many lithic grains shows that they have undergone thorough allochemical metamorphism (see below), so their present composition is no help in determining their original identity. Consequently only total lithic-clast numbers were determined for each mode, with no attempt to break the category down into subtypes. No carbonate grains were observed, and no fossils. The total modal data are given in Table l . The sandstone classification scheme of Pettijohn et al. (1987) was used to name the sandstone samples. Seven of these, with dominant lithic clasts, are litharenites, and two, with dominant feldspar clasts, are arkosic arenites. The two groups are widely separated in the QFL diagram (Fig. 5) .
The data in Table 1 show that the smaller group defined by two samples, nos. 4 and 5, has the highest feldspar proportion, the only significant amount of Kspar, and by far the highest amount of plagioclase as well. The other seven samples are dominated by lithic grains. The two groups define separate high feldspar and high lithic petrofacies in the sandstone. The nature of the boundary between them is not known.
Sandstone Matrix Metamorphism
Extensive veins and patches of white laumontite of metamorphic origin cut the brown matrix sandstone of the King Ridge Road melange all through the study area. A petrographic and microprobe study was made of selected sandstone specimens to better understand this metamorphic event. The dominant matrix texture visible in hand specimens and petrographic and microprobe slides is still that of the sandstone protolith, so the unit is best described as a metasandstone (Fettes and Desmons, 2007) .
A petrographic and microprobe study was made of representative litharenite (no. 1) and felsarenite (no. 4) sandstone samples ( Fig. 3 ; Table l ). Figures 4A, 4B , 4C, and 4D show typical textures and mineralogies observed. Plagioclase is generally altered to pure albite, associated with clinozoisite and sericite (Fig. 4B) ; it commonly retains original twin and zone patterns as relicts. Prehnite and pumpelleyite are found in partly altered detrital chlorite grains (Fig. 4C) . Former Kspar is replaced by sericite + clinozoisite + albite (Fig. 40) .
Detrital Kspar in petrographic thin sections turns bright yellow if exposed to cobaltinitrate stain solution, and under the Total  1  91  0  11  91  0  228  9  430  2  103  2  3  72  1  239  12  432  3  74  24  12  66  1  188  8  373  4  114  9  1  153  55  74  8  414  5  100  16  1  140  44   97  6  404  6  108  11  8  56  0  214  12  409  7  68  2  6  81  0  244  14  415  8  82  9  7  70  0  216  4  388  10  88  7  5  122  5  196  13 Q = Qm + Qp + Qc, where Qm = monocrystalline quartz, Qp = polycrystalline quartz, and Qc = chert; F = K + P, where K = total Kspar and P = total plagioclase; L = lithics of all types save chert.
Redrawn after Dickinson et al. (1982, their figure 1 ). Nine sandstone samples from the melange matrix are plotted; modal data from these are in Table 1 , and their locations are given in Table DR2 and shown in the map of Figure 3 . The light-gray boundaries define three Franciscan sandstone terranes in Blake (1984, in Blake et al., 1984) .
In the text these three terranes are compared with the sandstone of the King Ridge Road melange. microscope it looks unaffected by metamorphism. Microprobe analysis shows, however, that what appear to be Kspar crystals are actually complex intergrowths of albite (An 0 ) + clinozoisite + sericite (Fig. 4D) after Kspar. The response to the K stain is actually from the metamorphic sericite. The Kspar was replaced by the same minerals as plagioclase but with different modal proportions.
Felsic to mafic aphanitic grains of original sedimentary or igneous rocks have been partially or wholly transformed to prehnite ± pumpelleyite ± sericite ± quartz ± chlorite ± albite. Every reactive grain in these matrix sandstones had been mineralogically and chemically transformed. At the same time the replacement was remarkably isotextural; small details of phenocryst form are preserved, and grain boundaries are sharp and clear. Organic matter in the sediments was converted to graphite. No relicts of original detrital grains of felsic minerals were observed.
The coexistence of prehnite and pumpelleyite in the metasandstone (even in the same original parent crystal; Fig. 4C ) indicates that it reached maximum prograde metamorphic conditions of the prehnite-pumpelleyite facies. Laumontite, so abundant in fracture veins in the melange outcrop, is stable under retrograde zeolite facies and may have developed as a retrograde phase during exhumation of the melange.
Exotic Block Petrography
A hand sample of each of the 232 mapped exotic blocks was collected. Blocks were characterized by field and hand specimen examination, and in 71 cases by thin section analysis. To organize descriptions, the block population has been subdivided into four groups (A, B, C, and D) that are each in tum subdivided into several subgroups (1, 2, 3, etc.). Group A is cherts of all types; group B is wholly recrystallized highpressure metamorphites whose blocks have blue amphibole, lawsonite, or omphacitic pyroxene; group C is wholly recrystallized, medium-to low-pressure metamorphites; and group D is little-recrystallized greenstones and other units with common relict textures ( Table 2 ). Exotic blocks from these four major groups are identified by unique symbols and are individually plotted in Figure 3 . Greater detail for many blocks is given in the unpublished map and block catalogue in the Sonoma State University digital archive described earlier.
Individual metabasalt blocks at Cazadero come from all the major facies of metamorphism save the zeolite facies ( Table 2) . The highest grade blocks have eclogite facies mineralogy. A range of metamorphic assemblages from eclogite to zeolite facies may be displayed by any given exotic block. Mineralogies from several facies will typically be represented in any large group of blocks, and the overall assemblage is well mixed.
The textural classification of Coleman and Lee (1963) , developed in their initial study of the metamorphites at Cazadero, is used in this discussion. They defined four textural grades, types I, II, III, and IV. Type I rocks lack glaucophane; type II have glaucophane but no metamorphic textures; type III have glaucophane and are foliated but uniform, hence are schists; type IV have glaucophane and are foliated and mineralogically banded, hence are gneisses. Both type I and type II blocks commonly display relict features such as pillow margins and/or vesicular zones.
Group A, the chert blocks, comprises 67 unfoliated chert blocks, which are all type I. Within this group, subgroup Al contains 29 red chert blocks of the type so typically found in Franciscan sequences; subgroup A2 contains 22 blocks that are white-gray but otherwise unaffected, and subgroup A3 contains 16 blocks that have more complex color patterns and multiple generations of quartz veins. Red and gray chert blocks commonly show relict bedding, which is often deformed.
Group B contains 42 high-pressure metamorphites, of which 38 were examined in thin section, which contain a blue amphibole that is not always glaucophane (see below), and commonly other high-pressure phases as well, and are texturally type II, III, or IV.
This first subgroup, B 1, contains 10 foliated blocks that are schists or phyllites, with blue amphibole plus several minerals of the group plagioclase ± omphacitic pyroxene ± clinozoisite ± quartz ± muscovite ± sphene ± lawsonite ± chlorite ± Texture+ mineralogy Unfoliated; cherts; quartz; red, white, varicolored Gneiss/schist/phyllite; plag ± cpx ± czt ± qz ± muse ± sph ± law± chi ± blue amph ± green amph ± op; no garnet Isotropic; plag ± cpx ± czt ± qz ± muse ± sph ± law ± chi ± green amph ± op; no garnet Retro. eclogite + eclogite; garnet ± cpx ± muse ± law ± blue amph Isotropic; meta-falsie plutonic; trace blue amphibole + relict assemblage Varied breccias Greenschist; green amph ± gar± czt ± plag ±chi Isotropic; green amph ± gar± czt ± pl ± chi Greenstone; chi + relict assemblage; 2 brecciated gabbros also Microaugen gneiss foliation; chi ± alb + relict biotite dacite mineralogy Unfoliated; six unique blocks Notes: alb-albite; amph-amphibolite; chl--chlorite; czt--clinozoisite; gar-garnet; law-lawsonite; muse-muscovite; op-orthopyroxene; p~lagioclase; sph-sphene; q--quartz.
green amphibole ± opaque. None of these rocks has garnet. The rocks show a great variety of textures and mineralogies, which suggests a great variety of protoliths and metamorphicdeformational histories.
Subgroup B2 contains seven blue amphibole-bearing granofelsic (unfoliated but phaneritic) rocks, with parageneses drawn from the same group of minerals as the foliated rocks of Bl, and also with a great variety of textures and mineralogies. One granofels contains -50% quartz and is clearly metasedimentary, the only one of all the high-pressure rocks. Two granofelses are recemented breccias.
Subgroup B3 contains five granofels metamorphites that contain garnet in addition to other high-pressure phases; all have omphacitic pyroxene partly replaced by blue amphibole, and are probably partially retrograded eclogites. Garnet is invariably deeply corroded and surrounded by shells of retrograde chlorite, muscovite, or lawsonite. In addition, one fresh eclogite was included in B3.
Subgroup B4 contains 10 blocks composed of weakly metamorphosed felsic igneous plutons, 2 of which are granitoids and 8 of which are metadiorites. One granitoid is discussed in some detail below; the other is wholly brecciated but not otherwise studied. All these metaplutonic blocks contain very small amounts of blue amphibole. In the one case where it was analyzed (block 1503, see below) the amphibole was ferrorichterite, not glaucophane.
Subgroup B5 is composed of six blocks of nongranitoid breccias. One of these is discussed in some detail below. Breccia veins and zones are also commonly found in dominantly solid blocks, as in the case of the granitoid described below.
Groups C and D contain between them 94 greenstone or amphibolite blocks that lack glaucophane or other highpressure minerals. C and D are often hard to tell apart in hand specimen, but they are so different in section that the hand specimen group was split into two; 33 were sectioned. Both groups are type I units in the textural classification of Coleman and Lee (1963) . Study of the sample population of the 33 sectioned rocks broke out the two petrographic block groups C and D, each with subgroups.
Group Crocks have been wholly reconstituted by metamorphism and lack relict textures of any sort.
In subgroup Cl, nine blocks are amphibolites composed of amphibole ± garnet ± clinozoisite ± plagioclase ± chlorite. Cl blocks lack quartz or muscovite and are probably meta-igneous.
In subgroup C2, six blocks are amphibolites composed of amphibole ± clinozoisite ± muscovite ± quartz ± plagioclase. C2 blocks lack garnet or chlorite and are probably metasedimentary.
Approximately half of C 1 + C2 are foliated and half granofelses.
All may be characterized as moderate to low pressure and temperature metamorphites. 1\vo have some lawsonite in plagioclase but did not complete reequilibration at high pressure.
Group D is composed of very weakly metamorphosed metavolcanics, dominantly metabasalts, which have not lost their primary microscopic textures, and are here called greenstones. All except D2 lack foliation or lineation. Large-scale relict vesicular zones and pillows are common.
Subgroup D 1 is composed of eight blocks of similar, very weakly metamorphosed unfoliated metabasalts with relict randomly oriented plagioclase laths (jackstraw texture) and relict clinopyroxene; only chlorite could be identified as a new metamorphic phase. In the field, two of them were seen to have relict vesicles with amygdule fillings, and four with relict pillows. One is brecciated. Two blocks of strongly brecciated and recrystallized meta-hornblende gabbros or meta-diorites were also placed in this subgroup.
Subgroup D2 is composed of four blocks of distinctive, weakly metamorphosed biotite dacite porphyry with biotite, plagioclase, Kspar, and quartz phenocrysts in a leucocratic albite + quartz groundmass, now strongly modified texturally by a microaugen texture found only in these blocks. A microprobe study of one meta-dacite block shows that biotite crystals still have significant but variable Kp in them. The Kspar has a complex reaction to cobaltinitrate stain in microscopic analysis, as noted above. Chlorite is also a common metamorphic phase.
Subgroup D3 contains six unrelated unique blocks. One is a strongly brecciated quartz-plagioclase granofels; one is a garnet+ amphibole-bearing quartzite (quartz -80%); one is a brecciated monomineralic plagioclase granofels; one is a granofels of massive radiating fibrous clinozoisite; and one is a pyroxeneplagioclase granofels with curved boundaries between its crystals, suggesting a metamorphic origin. One is a serpentinite.
Some block lithologies found in other melanges are absent in the King Ridge Road melange. There are no blocks of shale, sandstone, or conglomerate, or their metamorphic equivalents, no blocks of carbonates, and no blocks composed of the lower parts of ophiolites below the volcanic level, save the one serpentinite block. There are no meta-tuffs or metamorphosed felsic flows.
All of the exotic blocks, save those in groups B4 and D2, are metamorphosed mafic rocks or marine cherts, and probably have protoliths of oceanic crust, arcs, or seamounts. Very limited geochemical and isotopic data (see below) support this interpretation. A detrital zircon age study was made of the King Ridge Road melange, using a sandstone matrix sample from its highfeldspar petrofacies (Figs. 6A and 68; Fig. 3 ). The analyses were performed at the University of Arizona LaserChron Center in the spring of 2008. Analytical results are provided in Table DR 1 (see footnote 1). Analytical methods are described in Gehrels et al. (2008) . A total of 57 zircons were analyzed, and the results are shown in histograms and probability density graphs in Figures 6A and 6B. The four youngest zircons are 83 Ma (Campanian) ( Table DRl) and define the maximum depositional age of the exposed part of the sandstone matrix of the melange. Other 33 zircons have older Mesozoic ages; none are Paleozoic, and 20 are Precambrian.
The Mesozoic zircon results, shown in detail in Figure 6A , are concentrated in five age peaks. Four peaks are sharply delineated at 82, 95, I 06, and 119 Ma, and the fifth is broader, centered on 160 Ma. These peaks in detrital zircon supply should correspond with peaks of plutonic activity in the zircon source, which the author speculates is most likely the nearby California arc (Ducea, 2001) . The peaks at 82 and 95 Ma do correspond with the large Late Cretaceous magmatic pulse in the California arc, and the 160 Ma peak corresponds with the 160-150 Ma Late Jurassic pulse there as well. The peaks at 106 and 119 Ma, however, cannot yet be assigned to any published magmatic pulse in the California arc.
The absence of Paleozoic zircons from the Cazadero sample is striking, given the presence of large Paleozoic units in the Sierran arc nearby (i.e., Hanson et al., 1988) . The age gap between dated zircons in the present study is 192-581 Ma (Table DR l across the whole of Proterozoic and latest Archean time, from 581 to 2900 Ma, with a moderate concentration in the 1400-1800 Ma interval (Table DRl ; Fig. 6B ). Precambrian terranes in the continental interior may have provided elastic grains to the Franciscan trench. U!fh ratios in zircons indicate their igneous or metamorphic origin (Rubatto, 2002) . A total of 55 of the 57 zircons in this sample have U!fh ratios characteristic of an igneous origin (Table DRl) .
Several recently published Franc. iscan studies provide other detrital zircon ages for the complex, i.e., Snow et al. (2010) , Ernst et al. (2009) , and references therein. A total of 22 detrital zircon ages from various Franciscan localities have been published to date; the maximum depositional ages range from 52 to 144 Ma. The 83 Ma age of the King Ridge Road melange is the second youngest of these ages. A distinctive feature of all these Franciscan units is that Paleozoic zircons are absent from all but the oldest sample in this group, the 144 Ma Skaggs Springs Schist (Snow et al., 2010) , just as they are absent from the Cazadero sample.
History and Origin of Two Blocks I: Meta-Granitoid Block 1503
The protolith character and metamorphic history of one -50 m granitoid block (block catalog sample 1503) ( Fig. 3;  Fig. 7 ) have been studied in detail (Erickson et al., 2004 ; see the corresponding, more detailed, poster in the Sonoma State University digital archive at http://hdl.handle.net/1021 l.1/169). In outcrop the block is a tan-red phaneritic rock. No purple amphibole is seen, and the rock is type I of Coleman and Lee (1963) .
Thin section and rnicroprobe study shows that the dominant fabric of the rock is composed of quartz, plagioclase, magnesiohomblende, chlorite books, and an Fe-Ti oxide with sphene overgrowths, all intergrown in an igneous-appearing bypidiomotphic-granular texture (Fig. 7 A) . The magnesiohomblende contains abundant patches and veins of blue ferrorichterite amphibole (Fig. 78) , and the plagioclase is pure albite.
This mineral assemblage is cut by a set of abundant breccia veins up to several centimeters wide (Fig. 7C) composed of fragments of all preexistent minerals in a profoundly aphanitic dark matrix.
These breccia veins are in turn cut by veins, mats, and sheets of monomineralic pumpelleyite, in the last case partially replacing chlorite (Fig. 70) . The pumpelleyite veins follow different paths than the earlier breccia veins did. No aragonite or other high-pressure minerals were found in the block, and it displays no foliation or lineation. The block has yielded a U-Pb zircon age of 165 ± 1 Ma (Erickson et al., 2004) . The block lacks an actinolite or serpentinite rind. Figure 8 is a trace-element spidergram (Pearce, 1983 ) that compares this granitoid pluton to M-type and I-type plutonic standards. Rb/Sr and Nd/Sm isotopic data were also collected for the pluton (Erickson et al., 2004) but are not repeated here. Rare earth analysis shows (La)/(Lu) 0 = 9.3 (Erickson et al. , 2004) . The quartz, magnesiohornblende, chlorite, plagioclase, and sphene-mantled iron oxide, all with a hypidiomorphic-granular texture (Fig. 7 A) , are interpreted as a relict plutonic igneous assemblage (biotite-homblende quartz diorite) that partly survived one or more metamorphic events (Erickson et al., 2004) . The rare-earth pattern suggests strong fractionation in its crystallization history. The chlorite is interpreted as recrystallized former biotite, and the sphene-mantled iron oxide is interpreted as once homogeneous igneous Fe-Ti oxide that expelled much of its titanium to form sphene mantles on residual iron oxide during the first metamorphism of the rock, M 1. The trace-element (Fig. 8) and isotopic data for this block (Erickson et al. , 2004) show that this metaplutonic body was originally an M-type granitoid (Pearce, 1983) from an oceanic island arc with great geochemical similarity to the modern Mariana Islands. (Pearce, 1983) comparing I-type and M-type arc chemistry with that of meta-granitoid block 1503 and meta-breccia block 1500. ORG is a model ocean ridge granite; its composition is defined in the 1983 paper by Pearce.
The author speculates that the parent arc of this block was subducted <165 Ma, causing the first metamorphism, Ml, of the block. Incomplete replacement of magnesiohomblende by ferrorichterite and the absence of any high-pressure phases suggest that it was not subducted deeply or for a long time. The date of this Ml event can only be bracketed between 165 and 83 Ma.
The formation of the probably once-fluidized breccia veins with fragments transported from their point of origin suggests hydrofracturing of the rock; its resolidification suggests recrystallization at low pressure (P) and temperature (T), as no new metamorphic minerals visible even to microprobe observation grew in the aphanitic breccia matrix; probably the block had been moved to near the surface at this time.
The block was then probably moved to a higher P and T environment and refractured along new paths that did not follow the breccia veins, and monomineralic pumpelleyite veins, patches, and sheets formed in an M2 event. These pumpelleyite veins formed before the quartz diorite was broken into blocks; they do not extend into the melange matrix and are not related to the much younger metamorphism of the sandstone (see below), which also produced pumpelleyite. The date of M2, like M 1, can only be bracketed between 165 and 83 Ma.
The meta-granitoid block was exhumed by an undefined mechanism and incorporated in the developing King Ridge Road melange sand matrix at 83 Ma along with thousands of other blocks. After olistostromal deposition the block was buried and metamorphosed to prehnite-pumpellyite conditions along with the rest of the unit, as noted above.
History and Origin of Two Blocks II: Meta-Andesite Breccia Block 1500
Another example of an exotic block with a complex history comes from a 3 m block of meta-andesite breccia (block sample 1500), which was previously reported on in moderate detail (Pearce and Erickson, 2001 ); a pdf file of this poster is available in the Sonoma State University digital archive at http://hdl .handle.net/10211.1/169. This block is a complexly recemented breccia. About half of it is composed of -1 cm fragments of a coarse-grained unfoliated omphacite-glaucophane-lawsonite-albite granofels (Fig. 9A) . This assemblage has wholly replaced protolith minerals and structures; no textural or mineralogical relicts remain. No foliation or lineation is present. This assemblage is a blueschist facies (high-pressure) assemblage. The remainder of the breccia is a mass of fine-grained (-0.1 mm) omphacite-glaucophanelawsonite-albite granofels essentially identical mineralogically and chemically to the components of the coarse-grained phase (Fig. 9B ). There are local irregular patches of purple glaucophane in all fragment sizes, and the rock is a type II specimen of Coleman and Lee (1963) . The rock plots on the TAS diagram (Le Maitre, 2002) as a basaltic trachyandesite (Pearce and Erickson, 2001) . A Pearce spidergram (1983) (Fig. 8) shows that the rock has a strong arc signature, similar to that of the granite block 184 R. Erickson just described (but see the discussion below). Rare earth analysis gives (La)/(Lu\ = 0.60.
The initial basaltic trachyandesite magma formed at an unknown date and location. The rare-earth profile (Pearce and Erickson, 2001 )-(La)/(Lu)n = 0.60-matches that of a typical normal mid-oceanic-ridge basalt (N-MORB) (Wilson, 1989, p. 17-19) The arc signature in the spider diagram (Pearce, 1983) (Fig. 8) , on the other hand, is strong. On careful inspection, however, it is noted that the Ce peak usually found in Pearce arc profiles is missing, and only the first four element tracers (Kp, Rb, Ba, and Th), all of which are water soluble, form the large peak in the left part of the diagram; their concentrations are comparatively high. The author speculates that the N-MORB magma chamber was invaded by water that contained high concentrations of these four soluble elements, producing this unusual composition.
The trachyandesite magma just described intruded an active arc. Here a portion solidified, was subducted, and then completely mineralogically and texturally reconstituted in an Ml event to an isotropic omphacite-glaucophane-lawsonite-albite granofels (Fig. 9A ), probably at >5 kbar pressure (e.g., Evans, 1990; Maruyama and Liou, 1988) .
This meta-andesite metamorphite was then brecciated, which the author speculates was by hydrofracturing by a water-C02 mixture escaping the subducting plate. The finer fragments of the breccia were then recrystallized to a glaucophane-lawsonite granofels much finer grained than the original one, but at the same conditions, forming a granofels that was mineralogically and texturally identical to the initial rock fabric (Fig. 9B) . Microprobe analysis shows that identical phases, such as glaucophane in both coarse and fine breccias, have the same composition, suggesting that they formed under the same conditions. The initial granofels formation, the brecciation, and the recrystallization of the fragmented mass took place as part of the Ml event.
This breccia was produced hot and at high pressure, unlike the breccia veins in the granitoid discussed earlier. Veins of aragonite cutting both textural phases of the breccia confirm that high-pressure metamorphic conditions existed throughout this interval (Johannes and Puhan, 1971) .
At some point the healed, brecciated granofels was exhumed to a lower pressure and temperature environment. Unlike the history of block 1503 there was no low-temperature brecciation event in this block. Instead, the next recorded event was formation of monomineralic pumpelleyite veins at lower grade M2 Figure 9 . Backscattered electron and petrographic images of basaltic trachyandesite breccia block 1500. (A) Backscattered electron image of high-pressure metamorphic phases with granofels texture. (B) 40x plane-polarized (PP) microscopic image of coarse clast and finer grained clasts in breccia; finer grained clasts are recrystallized to the same glaucophane-lawsonite-jadeite mineralogy as that composing the prebreccia granofels. All were produced in the Ml event for this rock.
cutting the breccia. This M2 event may be the same as that which affected granitoid block 1503 just discussed.
Following the above events, a -3 m block of this brecciated meta-andesite was exhumed to the surface, and at 83 Ma buried by an accumulation of sand forming the matrix of the developing Kings Ridge Road melange.
These two detailed studies of arbitrarily selected exotic blocks in the melange show that they have very different early histories of formation, subduction, metamorphism, and brecciation-rehealing. Their complexities suggest that many other histories would be found in other exotic blocks in the melange assemblage; the author speculates that perhaps every block has some unique features.
Exhumation Ages from Apatite Fission-Track Analyses
An apatite fission-track study (Erickson et al., 2004 ) of the granite block described above and the surrounding sandstone matrix give dates of 35-38 Ma for exhumation cooling of the presently exposed melange to -100 °C. Wakabayashi (1992a) The Franciscan Complex that underlies most of the Coast Range of California can be subdivided into four subregions on the basis of lithologic character and structural development (Wakabayashi, l 992a) . His northernmost subregion, the northern Coast Range, extends from the Oregon border south to approximately the region of the study area, which is transitional into the structural style of what he defined as the San Francisco subregion. The northern Coast Range subregion is traditionally split into three parallel belts: the Eastern, Central, and Coastal Belts (Berkland et al., 1972) .
DISCUSSION
Correlation of the King Ridge Road Melange with Other Franciscan Units
Matching to Subdivisions of the Franciscan Complex from
In the San Francisco subregion the Franciscan geology is best described as a series of underthrust nappes younging to the west (Wakabayashi, 1992a) . Wakabayashi (1992a, Fig. 4 ) assigned the King Ridge Road melange to an unnamed ("undifferentiated") melange nappe zone that structurally overlies the prehnite-pumpellyite sandstone-shale nappe of what was formerly named the Rio Nido terrane and which structurally underlies the blueschist facies metavolcanics of the Ward Creek area and the Skaggs Springs Schist-Cazadero melange. This implicitly correlates the melange unit with a structural subzone within the Central Belt.
The Central Belt of the Northern Coast Range is characterized by a generally sheared sedimentary matrix metamorphosed to prehnite-pumpelleyite facies, containing a great variety of exotic blocks up to many kilometers in size (i.e., Gucwa, 1975) .
Parts of it contain aragonite veins, indicating blueschist facies conditions (Terabayashi and Maruyama, 1998) . The King Ridge Road melange matches some of these characteristics but not the sheared character of the Central Belt matrix and the aragonite veins; it seems that the two units are a poor match. The author speculates that the Central Belt melange was originally a sedimentary unit like the King Ridge Road melange and was later tectonized, perhaps in a manner similar to the Las Tablas unit discussed below (Cowan and Page, 1975) .
Matching to Te"anes of the Northern Franciscan Complex
Established by Blab et aL (1984 Blab et aL ( , 2002 Blake et al. (1984) used the tectono-stratigraphic terrane model (Jones, 1977) to subdivide a North Bay area, roughly corresponding to the northern part of the San Francisco Block of Wakabayashi ( l 992a) and the southern part of the northern Coast Ranges region of the three belts of Berkland et al. (1972) , into several terrane subunits; each terrane is characterized by a unique stratigraphy, age, and sandstone composition . The 1984 set of terranes was recently revised by Blake et al. (2002) . This revision redefines about half the area covered by Blake et al. (2002) as a single expanded terrane, the Central terrane, described as a tectonic melange containing Tithonian fossils (ca. 160 Ma) and highly lithic-rich sandstones. This new Central terrane is different than the Central Belt earlier discussed. The King Ridge Road melange lithic petrofacies has identical sandstone composition to the old Central terrane, as defined by these authors in 1984 (Fig. 5 ), but it is much younger, at 83 Ma. On the basis of depositional age, the closest match to the Kings Ridge Road melange is the Novato Quarry terrane, which has yielded Campanian fossils and a maximum depositional age from detrital zircon chronology of 83 Ma (Snow et al., 2010) . The sandstone compositions are reasonably comparable to the feldspathic petrofacies . The Novato Quarry terrane, however, does not contain exotic blocks.
The Las Tablas Body and Its Significance
The exposures north of Wright's Beach State Park show the incipient development of tectonic melange from an older olistostrome melange. There is one other published description of such a system in a more advanced stage of development that provides useful information on the connection between olistostromes and tectonic melanges. Cowan and Page ( 1975) describe a Franciscan massive sandstone unit that they called the Las Tablas sandstone, which crops out -20 km west of Paso Robles, California, and -250 km SSE from Cazadero in the Franciscan Nacimiento block. The sandstone body is small, 2.0 x 0.75 km, and it is surrounded by a typical Franciscan tectonic melange of phacoidal blocks in a sheared shale matrix. The sandstone is not referred to by the authors as a melange, perhaps because it lacks included exotic blocks. Blocks up to 2 m are associated with the sandstone, but they are contained in conglomerate interbeds. In many ways, however, this sandstone body is very similar to the matrix of the King Ridge Road melange; both are massive sandstone with rare interbeds of other elastic lithologies. Both are the same age (Campanian) and are metamorphosed to prehnite-pumpellyite facies, and both lack any foliation or lineation. Both lack megafossils. The sandstone matrix of the King Ridge Road melange at Cazadero has these same characteristics.
The Las Tablas sandstone body was deformed along its borders with an outward-intensifying strain gradient. The boundary zone grades radially into a tectonic melange of sandstone phacoids in a foliated shale matrix. Other phacoids of greenstone, chert, conglomerate, and blueschist are in nearby exposures.
It is clear that the bordering tectonic melange is but incipiently developed in sandstone on the border of the Kings Ridge Road melange, but it has nearly completely disrupted the similar sandstone of the Las Tablas assemblage. The geology at Cazadero and at the distant Las Tablas area suggests that these massive sandstones were formerly much more widespread in the Franciscan Complex.
Modeling the Depositional System of the Sandstone Matrix of the King Ridge Road Melange
In an earlier part of this chapter the field and petrographic characteristics of the sandstone matrix of the melange were described. On the QFL diagram of Figure 5 it was shown how all nine sandstone samples of the melange plotted in areas of the figure labeled for a magmatic arc; seven samples were litharenites, and two were felsarenites. The QFL diagram of Figure 5 suggests that a magmatic arc that was going through at least two levels of erosional destruction was the source of the sands that make up the melange matrix. The cluster of seven litharenites that plot in the transitional arc area of the figure probably came from one or more parts of the arc where umoofing of the plutonic core was just getting under way, whereas the pair of high feldspar samples probably comes from at least one other area where erosion had cut down to the plutonic core. The simplest hypothesis is to assume that this arc was the nearby K.lamathSierran arc established along the western edge of the North American continent in Jurassic-Cretaceous time (Dickinson et al., 1982; Ducea, 2001) . These sands were deposited to build the King Ridge Road melange.
The massive sandstone facies being described is modeled here as having been built up from a large number of sandy sedimentary density flows that flowed onto the deep ocean floor from one or more sources on the Cretaceous shelf and built up one or more massive deposits. Mulder and Alexander (2001) provide a four-type subdivision for all such sedimentary density flows; their classification will be used here. Arranged in order of decreasing density, these flow types are: debris flows, hyperconcentrated density flows, concentrated density flows, and turbidites, in that order. Debris flows are fundamentally different from the other three flow types; they contain significant clay and are cohesive, and their deposits (debrites) are characterized by a lack of sorting of clasts. The sands of the King Ridge Road melange bear no resemblance to debrites.
The other three types in this classification are not internally cohesive and are classified together by the above authors as frictional flows, whose clasts are supported in the moving flow by grain interaction or turbulent fluid flow. Of these, hyperconcentrated density flows are the densest and have -25% sand grains; concentrated density flows have variable amounts but much less, and turbidites have <9%. These varied grain proportions strongly affect the deposits they form.
Concentrated density flows and turbidites have low enough particle concentrations so that grains can settle independently, and simple normal graded beds and Bouma sequences can form from them upon deposition.
Hyperconcentrated density flows, on the other hand, have such a high particle concentration that grain to grain interaction and dispersive pressure prevent settling of single grains from the moving particulate bed (often called a grain flow), and during deposition, normal grading and/or bedding does not develop. Rather, as the moving bed slows, deposition of a massive unbedded unit takes place as the hyperconcentrated flow slows and dewaters and becomes ever more concentrated, and the lowest layer of the particulate bed deposits itself on grains settled earlier (Kneller and Branney, 1995, their figure I ). The basal layer of grains in the flow will merge with the deposit below, and simultaneously the flow will be replenished by grains sinking from above. There will not be a sharp interface at the depositional boundary (their figure 4) and no traction deposits (i.e., bedding).
As a sediment flow moves downslope it will slow and finally stop; during this process a sequence of successive deposits of hyperconcentrated flows, concentrated flows, and finally turbidites will form, so that graded beds and even Bouma sequences may form toward the end of runout of the flow. In addition, other units, such as pelagic shale, may become interbedded with the sediment flow toward the end of its run.
Because the boundaries of this massive sandstone deposit of the King Ridge Road melange matrix have not even been defined, and only a small part has been studied in detail (Fig. 3) , it would be premature to attempt to model the entire depositional system. The author will only speculate briefly on a model for the local part of it.
The well-sorted and clean character of the sand indicates that most probably its ultimate source was sand of continental origin from the magmatic arc, drifting onto the Cretaceous shelf, intercepted by a submarine canyon and directed down into the Franciscan trench. Here, successive hyperconcentrated sediment flows, evolving as described above, buried exotic blocks coming from some other source as they accumulated. The whole assemblage gradually built up into a deposit several kilometers thick. Rarely sand supply was cut off, and only hemipelagic clay and silt were deposited for a short time, forming local thin shale and siltstone beds.
Single beds or thin layers of strata are locally present in the generally massive sandstone and record highly variable bedding orientation (Fig. 3 ) . This overall structure may be the result of folding or faulting, or, as an alternate hypothesis, these bed-displaying exposures may be within isolated blocks of older sandstone transported by the hyperconcentrated flows building the melange (see Mulder and Alexander, 2001 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In the study area the King Ridge Road melange is a sandstone-matrix olistostrome melange constructed at least in part 83 m.y. ago. It contains many exotic blocks >2 m in size, at present roughly equal proportions of chert, high-pressure mafic metamorphites, and medium-to low-pressure, dominantly mafic metamorphites. Individual blocks have unique multistage metamorphic and tectonic histories. The blocks were exhumed, then transported into the trench. As they accumulated they were buried by long-continued hyperconcentrated sedimentary density flows of well-sorted sand, forming the present olistostrome melange. Bedding did not generally develop, nor did grading.
Toward the end of the runout of the sediment flows and olistostrome formation these deposits became interbedded with pelagic shale, and bedded sequences were formed. When tectonic sttess was applied to this zone of the Franciscan deposits, the sandstone beds extended and broke up into phacoids, while the shale beds became foliated and flowed around the blocks; these new bodies formed an overall tectonic melange at the point of transition from massive sandstone to interbedded sandstone and shale along the southwestern border of the olistostrome.
As the melange was partly subducted, its lower parts were metamorphosed into the prehnite-pumpelleyite facies. At some time after its peak metamorphism, but before 35-38 Ma, the melange mass began to exhume and cool. Lower grade zeolite facies conditions developed and allowed younger laumontite veins to form. The melange cooled to -100 °C at 35-38 Ma and was fully exhumed after that time.
